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WHEN?

SUMERIAN CIVILISATION, 
4000-3000 BC – birthplace 
of wheeled vehicles, ,
metalwork, and seagoing 
navigation

EARLIEST STONE 
BUILDINGS IN SAQQARA, 
EGYPT, dated
2600 BC

TIME-LINETIME LINE
by recalibrated 
radioactive carbon, 
Prof.J.D.Evans, 
University of London



WHERE?MALTA’S MEGALITHIC PREHISTORIC TEMPLES

Structures with similar characteristics found in other

The first human settlers
probably came to Malta fromStructures with similar characteristics, found in other 

neighbouring Mediterranean countries, such as the 
Balearics, the Copper Age Iberian Peninsula, or 
Sardegna, generally have a much younger pedigree, 
and, in any case, do not have the whole range of 
characteristics of the Maltese megalithic structures.

Sicily around 5200BC; but no
similar complexes of temple
structures been found in Sicily.



Of giants

Some thirty prehistoric sites 
have been  uncovered  to-
date in the barely 124 square y q
miles, (320 sq.km), surface
area of Malta and Gozo.

Hagar – stones 
Qim – worship or upright



One of a series of 19th c. 
illustrations – Brocktorff prints 
– Ggantija Temples, Gozo



Archaeological 
discovery in the 
19th / early 20th c.



Early photograph of 
Ggantija South Temple, 
Gozo



First recorded Site 
Instruction? 
Or early graffiti?



Model of temple? – Probably votive offering.



Reconstruction of temple façade, based
on discovered fragments.





Interior of underground Hypogeum, 
Tarxien, cut into rock – model of 
above-ground structures?



Reconstruction by 
Ceschi, 1939



Reconstruction by Ceschi, 1939



SHAPE AND MODELS

- plan typologies



Note:

Th t l l t l i f th t f il f M M jdThe temple plan typologies range from the trefoil of Mgarr, or Mnajdra
(Upper Temple), through the five lobes of Ggantija or Mnajdra (Lower and
Middle Temple), to the seven lobes of Tarxien. The temples have obviously
been modified over the centuries, sometimes extensively. The odd apse, inbeen modified over the centuries, sometimes extensively. The odd apse, in
these configurations, is the one at the end of the axes of the temples –
which is more or less developed depending on the site. It is reasonable to
presume that the sequence of pairs of apses, along a linear axis, owes at
least as m ch to constr ctional and str ct ral req irements as to theleast as much to constructional and structural requirements, as to the
requirements of ritual.

It is reasonable to ascribe the origin of the plan shape to the multi-lobed
underground funerary chambers, found all over Europe. In the typical
configuration, the single-cell funerary chamber gradually develops side
spaces which are spatially and structurally subservient to the main onespaces, which are spatially and structurally subservient to the main one.
Where these underground chambers are not dug into the rock, the main
structural unit consists of the ubiquitous conical corbelled dome. In the local
temples, this central unit is missing, and the structural unit is, consistently,
the pair of apses joined together. The temple structure is thus a sequence
of such paired structural units.





Ggantija Temples, Gozo



Ggantija Temples, Gozo



MnajdraTemples, Malta



MnajdraTemples, Malta



Hagar Qim Temples, Malta



Hagar Qim Temples, Malta



TarxienTemples, Malta







The multi lobed plan particularly the plan with five apses has been compared to theThe multi-lobed plan, particularly the plan with five apses, has been compared to the
profile of the famous “Fat Lady” statues that have been excavated from the sites.
These statues confirm the importance of the cult of the “Goddess of Fertility”, or of
“Mother Earth” for those civilizations. It is also possible that there was some ritual
connection between the cult and the architectural volumes in the temples.
However, there is no evidence that the plan is a representation of this “Fat Lady”.



STRUCTURE  CHARACTERISTICS

The temple structures were built over a period of a thousand years, but with commonp p y ,
characteristics.
• The structures are assembled from megaliths, apparently without the use of any bedding mortar,
weighing between 1000 and 5000 lbs (0.5 to 2.5 tonnes) but exceptionally even 15500 lbs (7
tonnes).
• The stability of these stone structures therefore depends on the structural form• The stability of these stone structures therefore depends on the structural form.

• The constructional features include:
• strongly defined longitudinal axis (of symmetry?), marked by visually strong “tri-lithon’ portals,

often nested, or repeated;
• inner walls forming pairs of lateral apses, or lobes, formed of:

• upright free-standing block assemblies, arranged in “semi-spherical” layouts on
either side of the main axis;
• horizontal megaliths, laid in “courses”, forming horizontal arches, that corbel in, one
course above the other to form vault or dome-like structurescourse above the other, to form vault, or dome like structures.

• outer walls, defined by :
•larger stones, often alternating tangential and transverse orientation of the megaliths,
enclosing the whole series of apses;

t l i h l li th t• external peripheral plinth, or step;

• “solid” in-filled space between the inner walls and the outer walls.

• concave façade , (facing what? a plaza? the skies?)ç , ( g p )

• roof structure?



SHAPE AND MODELS

- longitudinal axis:
I h i l i ifi b hi i ?Is there any special significance about this axis?

Why is it so strong?



astronomical alignmentastronomical alignment
to the rising sun, to the spring and autumn equinoxes, to alpha centauri, or beta centauri, to 
the pleidas – they knew their skies.

























SHAPE AND MODELS

- inner walls – apses – corbelling:
Wh i h f h b lli ?What is the purpose of the corbelling?

Why are some doors in the form of portholes?















































SHAPE AND MODELS

- outer walls:
Wh i h f i f h ll ?What is the function of the outer walls?

Why the alternation of thin and thick megaliths?
What is the purpose of the peripheral plinth?



























SHAPE AND MODELS

- inner/outer walls – infill 









SHAPE AND MODELS

- roofing structure: 
W h l f d ?Were the temples roofed over?
Did they use timber or stone?

Why the strong portal  between “half-domes”? 









mechanics of masonry shell/ truncated dome – (mycenean tholos)
meridonal load path and circumferential ring action  



lack of ring action in half dome – with truncated top, 
vertical arch action not possible - unstable



stability recovered by coupling two truncated hemispheres via 
strong element – trilithon portal, “porthole” opening.





Reconstruction by Ceschi, 1939











HOW TO BUILD A TEMPLE in easy steps!





















CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
Quarrying:

Where did they get their stone from?











CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
transporting stone:

How did the prehistoric builders carry 
the enormous megaliths to the site?



timber rollers?



ca. 6.5 tonne megalith (1450lbs)



roller ball depressions?





roller ballsroller balls



cart/ sled?



prehistoric cart-ruts



rolling a megalith up a hill/ramp – R.H.G.Parry



CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
lifting stones up:

Earth ramps?
Ropes and levers?





Studies by R.H.G.Parry



Studies by R.H.G.Parry



pivot points or locking device?













CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
alterations/extensions:

How did the builders make changes and 
extensions?



MnajdraTemples, Malta



MnajdraTemples, Malta
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